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a b s t r a c t

A new parallel algorithm utilizing a partitioned global address space (PGAS) programming model to
achieve high scalability is reported for particle tracking in direct numerical simulations of turbulent fluid
flow. The work is motivated by the desire to obtain Lagrangian information necessary for the study of
turbulent dispersion at the largest problem sizes feasible on current and next-generation multi-petaflop
supercomputers. A large population of fluid particles is distributed among parallel processes dynamically,
based on instantaneous particle positions such that all of the interpolation information needed for each
particle is available either locally on its host process or neighboring processes holding adjacent sub-
domains of the velocity field.With cubic splines as the preferred interpolationmethod, the new algorithm
is designed to minimize the need for communication, by transferring between adjacent processes only
those spline coefficients determined to be necessary for specific particles. This transfer is implemented
very efficiently as a one-sided communication, using Co-Array Fortran (CAF) features which facilitate
small data movements between different local partitions of a large global array. The cost of monitoring
transfer of particle properties between adjacent processes for particles migrating across sub-domain
boundaries is found to be small. Detailed benchmarks are obtained on the Cray petascale supercomputer
Blue Waters at the University of Illinois, Urbana–Champaign. For operations on the particles in a 81923

simulation (0.55 trillion grid points) on 262,144 Cray XE6 cores, the new algorithm is found to be orders of
magnitude faster relative to a prior algorithm inwhich eachparticle is tracked by the sameparallel process
at all times. This large speedup reduces the additional cost of tracking of order 300 million particles to
just over 50% of the cost of computing the Eulerian velocity field at this scale. Improving support of PGAS
models on major compilers suggests that this algorithm will be of wider applicability on most upcoming
supercomputers.

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Many important problems in nature and engineering, such as
pollutant dispersion, cloud physics, and the design of improved
combustion devices, are closely tied to the motion of discrete
entities in a continuous fluid medium in a state of turbulent mo-
tion, characterized by disorderly fluctuations in time and three-
dimensional (3D) space. Important applications include the role of
pollutant dispersion in atmospheric air quality [1], the coalescence
of water vapor droplets leading to rain formation [2], and the
mixing of chemical species in turbulent combustion [3]. Although
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effects of particle inertia [4,5] and molecular diffusion [6,7] are
often present, the predominant physical mechanism underlying
these applications is that of turbulent transport via the motion
of infinitesimal material fluid elements, known as fluid particles
(or passive tracers), which are (from the continuum viewpoint) of
zero size and move with the local flow velocity. Effectively, we
adopt the Lagrangian viewpoint of fluid mechanics [8–10] from
the perspective of an observer moving with the flow. A number of
review articles covering various aspects of this broad subject are
given by Refs. [11–16].

The trajectory of a fluid particle can be obtained by numerical
integration of its equation of motion

dx+(t)
dt

= u+(t) , (1)
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where x+(t) and u+(t) denote the instantaneous particle position
and velocity, respectively. The fluid particle velocity is given by the
velocity of the fluidmedium at the instantaneous particle position,
i.e.

u+(t) = u(x+(t), t) , (2)

where u(x, t) represents the so-called Eulerian velocity field seen
by an observer at fixed locations in space. To follow the particle
trajectories it is thus necessary to first calculate the fluid velocity at
a set of fixed grid locations, and then to interpolate for the particle
velocity based on its instantaneous position and the Eulerian ve-
locity field at a set of neighboring grid points. Since instantaneous
velocities are involved, the only reliable computational technique
to obtain the Eulerian information required is direct numerical
simulation (DNS),where the velocity field is computednumerically
according to the Navier–Stokes equations expressing the funda-
mental laws of conservation of mass and momentum. The value of
DNS as a research tool capable of providing massive detail is well
established [17,18].

Turbulence is one of the main science drivers for high-
performance computing [19,20]. A general desire is to reach
Reynolds numbers as high as possible, so that the flow physics
captured will bear greater resemblance to that in flows encoun-
tered in practical applications. The Reynolds number (Re) is a non-
dimensional parameter defined as Re = Uℓ/ν, where U is a
measure of the velocity fluctuations, ℓ is a characteristic length
scale of large scales, and ν is the kinematic viscosity. A large
Reynolds number implies a wide range of scales in both time and
space, which in turn requires a large number of time steps and
grid points. Depending on the detailed definitions used and scale
resolution desired, it can be estimated that the total computational
effort for a simulation over a given physical time period increases
with Reynolds number at least as strongly as Re3 [21]. Advances
in computing power have enabled simulations in the simplest
geometries at 81923 [22] and even 122883 [23] grid resolution.
On other hand, although the basics of particle tracking are well
established [24–26], further challenges arise when tracking a large
number of fluid particles at such problem sizes. In particular, since
the solution domain is distributed overmultiple parallel processes,
as each fluid particle wanders around, the identities of parallel
processes directly involved in the calculation of its interpolated
velocity also evolve. Conversely, each parallel process is called
upon to contribute to the interpolated velocities of a constantly-
evolving collection of fluid particles at each time step. This can lead
to a very inefficient communication pattern, with adverse effects
on performance and scalability.

In this paper our ultimate goal is to address the issues associated
with particle tracking at extreme problem sizes within amassively
parallel programming model, with emphasis on challenges that
may not arise or be evident at smaller problem sizes. The first
decision in the design of any parallel particle tracking algorithm is
how the particles are divided among the parallel processes used for
the Eulerian DNS. One basic strategy is to assign to each process the
same particles at all times. At each time step the process hosting
a fluid particle gathers contributions to the interpolated velocity,
from all other processes using a global collective communication
call — which unfortunately may not scale well at large core counts.
A reduction in scalability at large problem sizes [27] is thus not
unexpected, which is more problematic in studies of backward
dispersion [28,29] or rare extreme events [22], where a larger
number of particles are necessary. To overcome this limitation we
have devised an alternative approach where at each time step, a
particle is tracked by the parallel process which holds the sub-
domainwhere the particle is instantaneously located. Each process
is then responsible for a dynamically evolving instead of a fixed
sub-population of particles. The communication required becomes

local in nature, occurring (if at all) only between parallel processes
holding sub-domains adjacent to one another. This ‘‘local commu-
nication’’ approach has some similarities with the spatial decom-
position techniques in molecular dynamics applications [30,31],
and has been used for fluid and inertial particles in turbulence
simulations as well [32,33]. In these previous works usually the
host process gathers information from its neighbors in the form
of so-called ‘‘ghost layers’’ immediately outside the boundaries
of each sub-domain, in a manner similar to parallelized finite
difference codes. However, use of ghost layers incurs substantial
costs inmemory and communication, especially when cubic spline
interpolation [24] with a stencil of 43

= 64 points is used in
conjunction with a domain decomposition based on Eulerian sim-
ulation requirements at large process counts.

Our new algorithm reported in this paper is based on the frame-
work of the local communication approach discussed above, but
avoids ghost layers completely. Instead, we utilize a partitioned
global address space (PGAS) programming model, namely Co-
Array Fortran [34], to fetch the required data directly from remote
memory using one-sided communication. In PGAS programming,
the memory of all processes is treated as a global memory, but
at the same time portions of shared memory will have affinity
towards particular processes, thereby exploiting the locality of ref-
erence. In addition, latencies for short messages in PGAS program-
ming can be significantly smaller compared to that provided by
the standard Message Passing Interface (MPI) library. This makes
PGAS models especially appealing in the current work, because
the local communication pattern noted above allows the code to
benefit from the memory affinity in PGAS, while the message sizes
required for interpolation are also small.

While the programming concepts involved are general, in this
work we have focused on code performance on the petascale
supercomputer Blue Waters, which is a Cray system consisting of
22,400 XE6 and 4,220 XK7 nodes operated by the National Center
for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) located at the University
of Illinois at Urbana–Champaign, USA. We are able to achieve very
good performance (with a very large speedup) for our produc-
tion problem size of 81923 grid points on 262,144 Cray XE cores
(i.e. 8192 nodes) and up to of order 300 million fluid particles.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2
we provide background information on the DNS code which calcu-
lates the velocity field, and on our baseline particle tracking algo-
rithm based on a global communication pattern. We also present
some performance data for this baseline approach, showing why
it is not suitable for simulations at petascale or post-petascale
problem sizes. In Section 3 we discuss in detail the new parallel
implementation which is based on one-sided communication (as
opposed to ghost layers) and local communication. In Section 4
we provide a performance analysis which shows that, somewhat
counter-intuitively, scalability actually improves as the problem
size and core count increase. Finally in Section 5we summarize the
performance improvements in this work and briefly comment on
its potential applicability on the next wave of post-petascale plat-
forms to come. The science results enabled by the new algorithm
are to be reported separately.

2. Eulerian setup and base particle-tracking algorithm

While our focus is on tracking particles, efficient calculation of
the Eulerian velocity field is a major prerequisite which also drives
the overall structure of the DNS code. We thus begin with a brief
account of the Eulerian DNS code which calculates the velocity
field. We also give a brief account of how cubic spline coefficients
are calculated, and of our baseline algorithm inwhich themapping
between particles and MPI processes is fixed in time.
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